SIGN-INSTALLATION DETAIL

1. SEPARATE STREET SIGN AND STOP SIGN AT SUBDIVISION ENTRANCE ONLY. COMBINE SUBDIVISION AND STOP SIGN WITHIN.

2. ALL TEXT IS TO BE 6" LETTER HEIGHT, 9/60 MATRIX.

3. FOR STREET SIGNS ONLY, USE THE FHWA "BLADE" SERIES, "C" FONT FOUND IN THE FHWA STANDARD SIGN MANUAL.

4. FOR WARNING AND PRIVATE SIGNS, USE SERIES "E", "F" OR "G".

5. NO OUTLET AS REQUIRED

6. % DRIVE RIVETS

7. 1" BLIND RIVETS

8. 4.0" ANCHOR

9. 2.4" ANCHOR

10. 1/4" BLIND ANCHOR

11. 7'MIN

12. 3.0" STOP

13. 1.0" MAIN ST

14. SIDE STREET

15. TYPICAL SIGN ASSEMBLY

16. SEE ANCHOR DETAILS

17. MOUNTING DETAILS

18. SIGN-INSTALLATION DETAIL